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Abstract. Let G be a locally compact group. We show that any one of the

spaces UCB(G), WAP{G), AP(G), and C¡¡(G) is Asplund if and only if the

group G is finite. We also show that any one of the spaces VN(G), UCB(G),
and Cg (G) has the DPP if and only if the group G has an abelian subgroup

of finite index.

Let n be a representation of a locally compact group G. We will denote

by nd the representation of the discrete group Gd determined by n. It is

clear that the spaces An c B(G) and AKd c B(Gj) are the same (see [1] for
a definition of An and Bn ). However, Bn¡¡ will be, in general, a larger space

than Bn . In the case where n = X, Ak - AXd = A(G) is the Fourier algebra

of G. As usual, let Q (G) be the C*-algebra generated by {Xd(x)\x £ G}

acting on L2(G). This algebra has been studied by Lau [9] and Chou, Lau, and

Rosenblatt [3], where it was denoted C¡(G). We shall adopt this notation.
Let VN(G) denote the dual of A(G). For u in A(G) and T in VN(G),

let u • T be the usual modular action: (u • T, v) = (T,uv) for all v in
A(G). The space of all uniformly continuous functionals on A(G), denoted

UCB(G), is the closed linear span of {u • T\u £ A(G), T £ VN(G)}. Then

UCB(G) is in fact a C*-subalgebra of VN(G). An element T in VN(G) is
said to be (weakly) almost periodic if the set {u • T\ \\u\\A(g) < 1} is (weakly)
relatively compact in VN(G). We denote the space of all (weakly) almost

periodic functionals on A(G) by (WAP(G)) AP(G). It is immediate to see
that Cg(G) is a subspace of each one of these spaces.

A C* -algebra A is scattered if every positive functional on A is the sum of
a sequence of pure functionals. Chu [4] showed that A is scattered if and only

if the dual of A has the RNP (see [6] for a definition of RNP). A Banach space
X such that its dual has the RNP is called an Asplund space.

If G is locally compact and abelian, then AP(G), WAP(G), and UCB(G)
can be identified via the Fourier transform with the corresponding spaces of

continuous functions on G. We get, moreover, that each one of these spaces
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is a C*-algebra and APiG) = Q(C7). Since APiG) can also be identified

with C(ôap), the space of continuous functions on the almost periodic com-

pactification of G, APiG) is scattered if and only if the compact group Gap

is dispersed. This, of course, happens only when Gap is finite, that is, if and

only if G is finite. It can be shown as easily that WAPiG) and UCBiG) are

scattered if and only if G is finite. We will show that it is essentially the same

situation for all locally compact groups. Since it is not known whether APiG)

and WAPiG) are always C*-subalgebras of VNiG), the question becomes:

When are these spaces Asplund?

Lemma 1. Let G be a locally compact group. Then AiGd)cBXdiG) — iC¿iG))*.

Proof. If PXd(G) denotes the set of all positive definite functions associated to
Xd , then PXd(G) = A(G)nP(G). Also, (C¡(G))' is the span of all limits of sums
of elements of Pxd(G) in the topology of pointwise convergence. Let Ua be a

relatively compact neighbourhood of the identity, e, of G. Pick a symmetric

neighbourhood Fa of e such that V2 c Ua ■ Let Xva De the characteristic

function of Va, and let fa = Xva/ß(va)l/2 ■ Define ua(x) := (X(x)fa,fa).

Then ua belongs to P(G) n A(G), ua(e) = 1, and suppwa c Ua . It follows

that X{e} belongs to the closure of P(G) n A(G) (in the topology of pointwise

convergence). Hence X{e) belongs to BXd(Gd), but this last space is invariant

by translation. Thus X{x} belongs to BXd(Gd) for every x £ G. But then

A(Gd) c BXd(Gd), since BXd(Gd) is closed in B(Gd) and Coo(Gd) C BXd(Gd).

Theorem 1. Let G be a locally compact group. The following are equivalent:

(i) The group G is finite.

(ii) The C*-algebra UCBiG) is scattered.

(iii)  The Banach space WAPiG) is Asplund.
(iv)  The Banach space APiG) is Asplund.
(v) The C*-algebra C¿(G) is scattered.

Proof. It is clear that (i) implies each one of the other assertions. Note that

Q(G) c APiG) c WAPiG) [9] and Cj(G) c UCBiG). Since closed subspaces
of Asplund spaces are also Asplund, we get that each one of (i)-(iv) implies

(v). There only remains to prove that (v) implies (i). Suppose that C¿(G) is

scattered. Then BXd(Gd) has the RNP. It follows from Lemma 1 that A(Gd)
has the RNP. But this is possible only if G is finite [ 12, 2].

A Banach space X with dual X* has the DPP if and only if whenever a

sequence {x„} is weakly null in X and a sequence {x*} is weakly null in

X*, then the sequence {x*(x„)} is null. Lemma 1 also enables us to tie the

following propositions together.

Theorem 2. Let G be a locally compact group. The following are equivalent:

(i) The von Neumann algebra VN(G) has the DPP.

(ii) The C -algebra UCBiG) has the DPP.
(iii) The C*-algebra Q(G) has the DPP.
(iv) The group G has an abelian subgroup of finite index.

Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (iv) is due to Lau and Ülger [10, Theorem

4.2]. The DPP is hereditary for C*-subalgebras by [8] and [5]; hence (i) implies
(ii), which in turn implies (iii). If C|(G) has the DPP then so does BXdiGd)
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by [8] and [5]. By Lemma 1, AiGd) c BXd(G), which means by a standard
result of Arsac [1] that A(Gd) is complemented in BXd(G). Because DPP is

hereditary for complemented subspaces, A(Gd) also has the DPP. By [8] Gd

is type I, finite. Thus G has an abelian subgroup of finite index [11].
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